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Expanding our product portfolio to include…

CO2 endoscopic insufflators

COEFFICIENT® endoscopic insufflator

features a proprietary “intelligent” software, sensing when 

CO2 is not required by the clinician and reducing its flow

COMPACT Endoscopic Insufflator® system

accepts central supply of CO2 making it a lower-
cost option for CO2 insufflation

In-line tubing sets for reusable 
water bottles

Water bottle cap tubing sets for 
compatible disposable bottles

CO2 insufflator tubing sets

See full listing of accessories on page 4
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E-Z-Guard™ bite blocks  
soft foam bite area 

manufactured not to include latex

sturdy, inner-core construction 

Bite blocks

Suction Polyp Trap™ four chamber trap
four capture chamber indexing system - allowing 
for accurate identification of each polyp

serves as a lab transport device - unit is sealed for 
easy and safe transport to pathology

Quick Catch™ in-line suction polyp trap 
features a unique polyp chamber with a flat surface 
for easy gripping and handling

fits into specimen jars for easy transfer

Polyp Traps
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For more information on these products contact US Endoscopy today.

product number description units/box

bite blocks

710101 E-Z-Guard™ bite block with foam - 48FR 24

710103 E-Z-Guard™ bite block with foam and strap - 48FR 24

710106 E-Z-Guard™ pediatric bite block with foam and strap - 36FR 24

polyp traps

710201 Quick Catch™ in-line suction polyp trap 50 

710202 Suction Polyp Trap™ four chamber trap 12 

CO2 endoscopic insufflators 

710300 COMPACT Endoscopic Insufflator® system 1

710302 COEFFICIENT® endoscopic insufflator 1

CO2 insufflator tubing sets and accessories

710304 CO2 insufflator tubing set - reusable water bottles with CO2 luer fitting 24

710310 Mobile cart  1

710323 Water bottle holder  2

710324* Water bottle cap tubing - Olympus 140/160/180/ 190 series - fits all US bottles 35

710325* Water bottle cap tubing - Pentax - fits all US bottles 35

710326* Water bottle cap tubing - Fujinon - fits all US bottles 35

710424 CO2 in-line tubing set - Olympus 140-190 reusable water bottles 24

710425 CO2 in-line tubing set - PENTAX reusable water bottles 24

710426 CO2 in-line tubing kit - Fujinon reusable water bottles 24

390513** DIN 477 High pressure hose 1

710602 Two tank shuttle valve system 1

710603 High pressure hose and yoke 1

710604* DISS high pressure hose and yoke 1

710001* EndoLog procedure log book 1

*available for purchase in the US only
** not currently for sale in the US, international availability only

product chart
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